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The Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8 Plus will be announced in less than three weeks from now, but we already seem to know everything there is to know about these two. Pretty anticlimax, isn't it? In fact, it is, that the rumor mill really outdid itself this year. It left no stone unturned and leaked everything about Samsung's next
devices. Nothing is sacred anymore. So, what are some of the key features aimed at making these the new dominant phones on the market? We've already explored all the essential rumors as they developed and we've also summarized both the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus in detail in our reputation review, but for
convenience, we thought it would be a good idea to highlight 10 of the most notable features that will make the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus so special. Here goes:It seems that 2017's theme song will be the demise of the exaggerated frames that plague the fronts of our gadgets. Excessive top and bottom chins that eat away
potential display properties are slowly going the way of the dodo as many of the major manufacturers have either announced or are about to announce devices with such space-saving designs (before calling us: yes, Sharp and Xiaomi were among the first to come up with such devices.. Thanks to the leaked schedules
and press making, the Galaxy S8 already seems to be sporting a higher screen-to-body size ratio than the G6 but both devices come with similar size screens. In terms of size, we expect the S8 to clock in at 148.9 x 68 x 8 mm, while the Galaxy S8 Plus measures 159 x 74 x 8 mm. Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus will definitely
come with 5.8 and 6.2 displays respectively. But both of these will be bent, essentially leaving you with a 5.7 screen on the Galaxy S8 and a 6.1 one on the Galaxy S8 Plus. Said shows are said to have a resolution of 1,400 by 2,960 pixels. It is important to mention that both upcoming Samsung phones will boast an
aspect ratio of approximately 18.5:9, a tad narrower than the 18:9 FullVision aspect ratio in the G6. This means you have to deal with small letterboxing even if you're watching 2:1-shot Netflix content. In addition, the screens of the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus will likely be HDR10 compatible and follow the DCI-P3 color
gamut, similar to the unfortunate Note 7. In this way, Samsung will have the right feature set to combat the LG G6, which supports both HDR10 and DolbyVision. The rear of a phone is not the optimal place to put a fingerprint scanner, but that's what you'll get with the Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus. Samsung has had to ditch
the front home button to save some space and trim those frames as much as possible. The fingerprint sensor will be embedded in what appears to be an unclickable and plumper version of Sammy's signature home buttons. As much as the rumor mill tried to convince us, there won't be a fingerprint sensor embedded
inside the display. We'll live, we'll see. It is such a novel feature Have its own custom button – Bixby smart assistant will be Samsung's answer to Siris, Alexas, and Google Assistants in the world. As far as we know, Bixby will be based on technology coming directly from Viv Labs — a company that has several members
who used to work at Siri. Still, Bixby is likely to be based on Samsung's own S Voice. Do you remember that one? It has never really kicked off due to its relatively lackluster feature set, which is the most important thing about virtual smart assistant of this variety. Good luck with Bixby, Samsung. Begone, microUSB slots
of old, Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus come with USB 3.1 Type-C ports that will save you some hassle when trying to insert your charging cable inside the S8 and S8 Plus. We expect wireless charging to make the cut either, but regardless, a reversible USB port is a nice touch. It's clear that Samsung wants to make the S8 and
S8 Plus their best phones to date, especially after the unfortunate fiasco that plagued the Galaxy Note 7. One way to do that is by making sure that no other device can hold a candle to yours when it comes to raw power and benchmark crushing. That's why some serious silicon will make the cut on Sammy's pride and
glory – Qualcomm's Snapdragon 835 is likely to power the American versions of the phone, while an equally impressive Exynos 8895 chip can be tick-tocking at a ferocious pace in the international versions of the S8 and its larger brother. Snapdragon 835 is a 2.2GHz chip manufactured on Samsung's 10nm technology
and comes with an Adreno 540 GPU. According to some leaked benchmarks, it will be quite an artist. We are sure that the octa-core 2.5GHz Exynos 8895 will not lag behind at all either. A short-lived and rather gimmicky Note 7 feature, Samsung will try to pull a revenant on us and reintroduce this biometric sensor on to
a (hopefully) more reliable pair of devices. But the Note 7 iris sensor was purported to be on the slow side, which may have made Samsung throw in yet another unlocking element of the kind – facial recognition. All the goodies mention above will not com cheap. It seems that Samsung may not be willing to share its
upcoming wares for less than €799 ($847) for a 64GB Galaxy S8 and €899 ($953) for the Galaxy S8 Plus. While we still hope that these pricings were over-exaggerated or a typo, more and more sources are chiming in to the low-key confirm that this could indeed be the pricing of the S8. We will learn all about the
Galaxy S8 and S8 Plus on March 29, 2017, when Samsung will unbox your phone. Subscribe to our newsletter! Justin Duino Android 10 introduced a gesture-based navigation system that got rid of buttons on the screen. Instead of using Google controls, Samsung stuck with the three-button setup (with back on the right
side). Fortunately, you can enable gesture navigation (and change the button order) on the Galaxy S20, S20+, and S20 Ultra. navigation in gesture gesture by opening the Galaxy S20 Settings menu. The easiest way to do this is by swiping down from the top of the screen to drag down the message panel. From there,
tap the Gear icon located in the upper-right corner. Alternatively, you can swipe up from the home screen to open the app drawer. You can either use the search bar at the top of the screen or swipe through the pages until you locate the Settings app. Then scroll up, and then select the View option. This menu is also
where you can turn on your phone's 120Hz screen. Here you will find the Navigation bar button. Press it. Select the Full Screen Gestures option to switch from the three-button layout to Google's gesture navigation system. You can then press the More Options button to change to Samsung's gesture setup or fine tune
back swipe sensitivity. Google gestures allow you to go home but quickly swipe up from the bottom of the screen, open the Recents menu by swiping up and holding, and going back by swiping inwards from both sides. Samsung's system allows you to swipe up from three designated parts of the screen to go back,
home, or start Recents. Choose which setting best suits your needs. And finally, change your Galaxy S20 back gesture sensitivity by moving the bar closer to lower or higher. Samsung recommends that the setting be lower if you repeatedly enable the Back on accident gesture. After you turn on gesture navigation, you'll
likely notice that the bar icon at the bottom of the screen will partially break Dark mode. You can fix this by hiding the bar completely. To do this, go back to the Navigation Bar menu and switch away gesture hints. Change the Button Order navigation bar If you want to keep the three navigation buttons on the screen but
what to turn the order so that the Back button is on the left side of the screen, you can. As before, start by jumping into the Settings menu. The easiest way to do this is by dragging down the notification area and tapping the Gear icon. You can also swipe up from the Home screen to open the app drawer, and then tap the
Settings app. Then scroll down and select the Display option. From there, tap the Note Navigation Bar. Finally, select the button order you want to use on your Samsung Galaxy S20. The change will occur the moment you press the corresponding option. RELATED: How to turn on the Samsung Galaxy S20's 120Hz
Display The Galaxy S8 is Samsung's newest flagship phone, a triumphant return to the spotlight after the disastrous Note 7. There's a lot to love about the latest from Android's biggest manufacturers, but there's also a lot to dislike. Let's talk about it. The best things about the Galaxy S8 I like to start with the good news
then work my way back around the bad stuff, so let's start on the shiny side of the coin: love or hate Samsung, the S8 has a lot of things to go for it. is beautiful, it's crazy-fast, and it's packed with awesome awesome Waterproofing is really handy to have this list come in any particular order, but having a waterproof phone
is undoubtedly excellent. The S8 follows in its predecessor's footsteps with the waterproofing tech-It's IP68 dust and water repellent, so it can be fully immersed in 1.5 meters of fresh water for up to 30 minutes. And it does it all without adding any extra bulk or gaudy port covers. So go ahead and take your phone to the
pool or lake. Splash away-you're covered. Wireless, Fast Charging Rocks Wireless charging is a bit polarizing—users either love it or find it completely pointless. I'm convinced that the latter group of people have never actually used the feature, because it's actually quite incredible. Honestly, I wish every modern
smartphone had it, but it seems that Samsung is the only one who still thinks there is a future here. On top of the convenience of wireless charging, the S8 also has fast charging for both wired and wireless methods. That's another must in my book, but luckily every manufacturer contains some sort of fast wired charging
at this point. Iris Scanning is super fast and comfortable I'm not going to lie about this one: I thought it was more of a novelty until I actually tried it (kind of like the stupid anti-wireless charging folks we just talked about). But when you give it a go, it's an insane way to unlock your phone. What is most surprising to me is
how fast it is. Oftentimes, the iris scanner will have my phone unlocked before the preview image even pops up—it's kind of surreal. It really makes up for the cumbersome positioning of the fingerprint reader on the back of the phone, which is my preferred unlocking method on pretty much every other phone. The camera
is amazing I'm doing my best not to be generic with this list-I don't want to go with the normal display, battery life, etc. list when it comes to best features, but you absolutely can't ignore this phone's camera. It's amazing. And to really unleash the power of the camera, Samsung has done an excellent job with the camera
app—it's full-flung and very powerful, all without feeling sluggish and stuck. Bluetooth 5.0 Is a Great Step Up If I have go pick a favorite pair of features on the S8, this might be it. I'll be straight up with you here: Bluetooth 5.0 is awesome. I think we can all agree that Bluetooth itself is a janky technology, but so far
Bluetooth 5.0 is the best iteration of this oft hated connection method. It enables things that we used to just hope for, like connecting a phone to multiple Bluetooth audio devices at once, or even playing audio from a particular app on a speaker while maintaining all the other media on the phone itself. It's brilliant. And for
all not wireless, the S8 has UBS-C, which is just as awesome. This is more of a given than it is a feature that distinguishes the S8 from the pack-if you an Android phone in 2017, the better have USB-C. Still, much like Bluetooth 5.0, 5.0, the best version of USB so far, so I think it's worth giving a nod to. The worst thing
about the Galaxy S8 Unfortunately, there is always a dark side to the story. Not everything is rainbows and butterflies, and it couldn't be more true than with the Galaxy S8. As much as there are things to love about this phone, there are also things that can potentially make you want to throw it in a wall, which I honestly
wouldn't recommend. The S8 is fragile if I could just pick a bad thing to say about the S8-one that I feel is even reason enough not to buy this phone—that's how fragile it is. I can't remember the last time I broke a phone (despite many, many drops), but my S8's display was cracked within two weeks of having it. I
dropped it about 18 inches or so on a tiled floor, and the boom display was cracked at the bottom. And, yes, it even had a case on it. It made me sick. And I'm not the only one. Basically every day I see someone posting pictures of their broken S8. I realize that people break phones every day, but I'm absolutely convinced
that the S8's display, and by extension the back, is more fragile than other phones. To make matters worse, these things are ridiculously expensive to fix right now, thanks to the curved display. Ugh. TouchWiz still exists You know what? Samsung's software stock is not nearly as bad as it used to be. In fact, it's pretty
okay now. But it's still a software layer, and it's still loaded with redundant features. It's still bloated. And Samsung is somehow taking a step backwards and making it worse. I hate it. Form Factor and Display are awkward yes, I say it: the 18.5:9 viewing ratio makes for a strange experience sometimes. It's a long, long
display, and although it looks good, it's not without its on the share of quirks. For example, some apps display black bars at the top and bottom, because they are not optimized for this aspect ratio. You can force the apps to use the entire screen, so at least there is. Because of how narrow it is, though, I also find it really
awkward to write on-and I have small hands! I honestly can't imagine how someone with big hands can mange to print something on this phone. And everything that goes without mentioning the rounded corners of the display, which I just can't seem to get used to. It looks very unnatural to me, and to be honest, just
something sticky. Plus, to avoid pushing a notification into the curve, there is always a gap before the first notification. It just feels unrefined. As good as the S8 could have been, I honestly think it's a step backwards from the S7. As someone who hated Samsung and was won over by the S7, I've been left very unsatisfied
with the S8-the fragile build quality and awkwardness of the display ratio, paired with strange rounded corners on the display has made this phone harder for me to than I expected. And while I know it will likely be the best selling Android phone of this season, I've had a hard time recommending it to friends friends
colleagues who are looking to pick up a new Android phone. Phone.
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